The European LinkedUp and LACE (Learning Analytics Community Exchange) project have been responsible for setting up a series of data challenges at the LAK conferences 2013 and 2014 around the LAK dataset. The LAK datasets consists of a rich collection of full text publications in the domain of Learning Analytics and Educational Data Mining. The LAK dataset offers publicly available, machine-readable versions of research articles from the Learning Analytics and Educational Data Mining communities in various formats, where the main goal is to facilitate research, analysis, and smart explorative applications. Based on the insights gained from these data challenges, the idea was born to make more Learning Analytics data sets publicly available for researchers to get to a more open access data-driven research community within Learning Analytics. With this special section, we publish four data sets that answered the call for data sets by the journal. It is our vision to collect more data sets like these in this initial collection and reward their creators through citing the datasets and connecting new research outcomes to them.
INTRODUCTION
Although learning analytics (LA) is applied increasingly in various learning and education settings, it still lacks publicly available and interoperable research datasets. Though LA research is rapidly advancing, the community lacks a sufficient foundation of open, reusable, publicly available datasets that would allow the reproduction, experimental evaluation, and benchmarking of algorithms, methods, and tools in the learning analytics area. Given the data-centric nature of the analytics in education, availability of sound benchmarks and large-scale datasets is a key enabler for maturing the field, assessing the state of the art, and comparing competing approaches and methods.
The European LinkedUp and LACE (Learning Analytics Community Exchange) project have been responsible for setting up a series of data challenges (Drachsler et al., 2014b) at the LAK conferences 2013 and 2014 (d'Aquin, Dietze, Drachsler, Herder, & Taibi, 2013 Drachsler et al., 2014a) around the LAK dataset. The LAK Dataset 1 means to provide an unprecedented and publicly available resource for structured data about learning analytics research -i.e., the actual research works as captured in scholarly papers from the community. The respective learning analytics data used by such research works is hard to discover and reuse. Data is either not provided, for of a variety reasons, or it is spread across distributed and disparate endpoints.
This special issue collects such datasets, i.e., data that arises from actual learning processes in any domain that is used within LA research and practice. This might involve datasets that facilitate further methodological development or that are of direct utility for learning analytics, including datasets that:
• Enrich learning analytics or educational data mining scenarios
• Help evaluation of learning analytics, educational data mining, or related tools and methods
• Provide a challenging test case for algorithmic or model development
• Provide a scenario for visualization techniques
• Express data in an existing or emerging data standard, either as a collection of reference examples or as a test case for interoperability (i.e., to test whether sufficient meaning can be reconstructed without knowledge of the source system)
• Specific combinations of datasets designed to test a particular theory or hypothesis, accompanied by explanatory rationale and any research findings already derived, to aid replication studies and theoretical development
To facilitate reuse of datasets, all presented datasets in this special issue comply with the following criteria:
• All data needs to be made available under open license terms (e.g., CC-BY, Open Data License) available for reuse by third parties
• The dataset provider needs to hold all rights to share the data publicly on the Web
• Data needs to be accessible online and preferable as a dump or via a public HTTP-accessible API or SPARQL endpoint
• Data needs to be accessible in standardized serializations and formats, such as XML, CSV, JSON, or RDF. Data should be complemented with a description of the fields, a schema file, and/or vocabulary description
In the current special section, we have collected four datasets from various backgrounds: The data set has a simple format with intuitive interpretation. At the same time, it offers rich possibilities for modelling and analysis -for example, prior knowledge, forgetting, or response times. The data set is based on an open education system -an open source project freely available onlinewith available description of algorithms used. Researchers can thus try the system themselves before using the data set and inspect the details of its realization. This is in contrast with many current education data sets whose origin is not completely clear or easily inspectable. Description: Peer assessment is seen as a powerful supporting tool to achieve scalability in the evaluation of complex assignments in large courses, possibly virtual ones, as in the context of massive open online courses (MOOCs). However, the adoption of peer assessment is slow, due in part to the lack of ready-to-use systems. Furthermore, the validity of peer assessment is still under discussion. In order to tackle some of these issues, a dataset is presented containing the assessment of student submissions by student peers and by instructors during our Social Media course with 60 Master's level university students. The dataset allows for training and testing algorithms that predict the grades of instructors based on the grades of student peers. Description: A dataset comprised of noise samples collected with a mobile device during 26 sessions of a technology class at a secondary level. The dataset includes rich metadata that can facilitate correlation with further studies, namely type of session (i.e., traditional face-to-face lecture, collaborative workshop session, individual computer session), number of students participating in the session, percentage of male/female students, mean age of the students, timestamp when the sample was collected, language of the session, and country, city, and location where it took place. The data is shared in different formats to facilitate its management across platforms.
For the future of learning sciences research, we envision a learning analytics data repository to host various data sets from all kinds of educational domains, systems, and contexts (e.g., kindergarten, K-12, higher education, and workplace learning, but also MOOCs, LMSs, digital games for learning, online communities, and physiological sensor data like eye-tracking or motion capture traces). Datasets of relevance could include data about cognitive development, social learning, discourse progression, network interactions, learning paths through courses, competency completion, help-seeking behaviour, and distributed multi-spaced interactions. While such primary data about learning processes are of central importance, complementary data gathered through surveys, for instance, about learner demographics, background knowledge, goals, perceptions, experiences, and attitudes would be of relevance.
Such a central learning analytics data repository could contribute to maturing the evidence for learning analytics and gain comparable results to natural science communities (Kalz & Drachsler, 2016 . This would empower future research, starting with existing data sets and published learning analytics approaches, and building upon the insights gained from the previous studies to contribute new insights to a body of knowledge on learning analytics. With such an approach, we would also acknowledge the creators of representative data sets, expressing those acknowledgements through citation by other researchers in the community.
Having said this, we want to keep the line of submission of educational datasets open at the Journal of Learning Analytics in order to continuously collect additional datasets and enable learning analytics researchers to be known not only for their research, but also for the datasets they have created.
